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RICE BOUNCED OFF ITS ONE DOLLAR LIMIT/ MEAL HAD 
REVERSAL TYPE ACTION. 

Posted on 10/29/2014 5:50:40 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP 

  

Higher closes Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with corn, soybeans, soybean meal oil 
and soybean oil while lower for oats and rough rice. Meal remains the story with record demand and 
delayed bean harvest leading the way higher for the entire complex excluding rough rice. However, today 
the December contract made its highest high since June before tumbling over $2500 to settle lower in 
reversal type action. I'm not saying it will make a new high but the beans are out there and, sooner or 
later, the meal will come back 'down to earth' probably taking the rest of the complex with it! The wheat 
complex settled higher seemingly just along for the ride like corn has been. Minneapolis and KC's nearest 
resistance is still way up around 620 while Chicago's around 650. I really don't expect to see those prices 
reached anytime soon if at all. While my sell signals remain intact I would suggest standing aside for now. 
The Minneapolis/KC spreads have bounced back as you can see from the chart below but still look weak. 
Oats closed down but look strong while possibly in an exaggerated BULL PENNANT. Huge support 
remains underneath. What happened to rice? It crashed down to its one dollar limit before rallying back 
sharply, still settling down but 'only' 27.5. There sure must have been a large sell order doing that. Of 
course, rice made another new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE. Heavy resistance remains overhead. 
Corn, helped early on by meal, had its best high and close since August but is still in a resistance area 
closing well off its highs and I just don't trust it to go much higher. I would be careful and like the bean 
complex, is setting up for gift hedges for the farmers in my opinion barring any unforeseen circumstances. 
CHECK THROUGH ME WITH OUR HEDGE DEPARTMENT. Strong looking resistance remains from 360 
up to around 375.The beans (best high and close since  Aug. - Sept.) and meal (best high and close 
since June again) continue to have strong rallies led by the meal for the reasons mentioned 
above. However, both sold off sharply from their highs and only the former settled higher. Oil had a good 
close led by unwinding of meal/oil spreads but has been trending sideways since last August.  As you can 
imagine the July15/Dec15 meal/oil spreads have exploded to their best close since June. Oh well, that 
now seems so long ago when meal was under oil!  SELL SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY 
AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN, ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN 
MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & 
more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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